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ABSTRACT

The additional element from the filler wire in the laser beam welding is usually distributed inhomogeneously in the final weld due to the
high solidification rate of weld pool. It has been found that the electromagnetic stirring produced by an external oscillating magnetic field
can enhance the material mixing in the weld pool to achieve a more uniform element distribution. However, the magnetic field has a highly
nonlinear and multicoupled interaction with the weld pool behavior, which makes the quantitative explanation of the physical mechanism
difficult. In this study, the effect of electromagnetic stirring on the transport phenomena in the wire feed laser beam welding is investigated
by a numerical modeling. A 3D transient multiphysical model considering the magnetohydrodynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, keyhole
dynamics, and element transport is developed. The multiple reflections and the Fresnel absorption of the laser on the keyhole wall are calcu-
lated using the ray tracing method. The numerical results show that a Lorentz force produced by the oscillating magnetic field and its
induced eddy current gives significant influence on the transport phenomena in the molten pool. The forward and downward flow is
enhanced by the electromagnetic stirring, which homogenizes the distribution of the additional elements from a nickel-based filler wire in a
steel weld pool. The numerical results show a good agreement with the high-speed images of the molten pool, the fusion line from the
optical micrograph, and the element distribution from the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. This work provides a physical base for the
electromagnetic-controlled laser beam welding and some guidance for the selection of electromagnetic parameters.

Key words: magnetohydrodynamics, molten pool dynamics, element transport, laser beam welding
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the laser power density exceeds a critical value (typically
more than 1MW/cm2), a steep crater named as keyhole will form
under the recoil pressure of the highly evaporated metal during laser
beam welding (LBW). Compared with typical arc welding, the LBW
has several attractive advantages including deeper penetration, lower
heat input, higher welding speed, and correspondingly, narrower
heat affected zone and finer grain size.1 By using the additional filler
metal in LBW, mostly in the form of wire, further improvements can
be achieved, such as good adaptability for the gap tolerance and
proper metallurgical control.2 However, it has been found that the

added material may not be transferred to the bottom of the molten
pool due to the exceedingly cooling rate during LBW, especially for
the thick plate of more than 5mm.3 It results in the deterioration of
the homogeneity of the weld property.

The electromagnetic control which is widely used in the material
processing provides a potential way to overcome this problem. The
external magnetic field was first applied to the LBW by Kern et al. It
was found that the humping defect occurring at high welding speed
was supressed.4 When a transverse oscillating magnetic field was
implemented at the backside of the workpiece, an effective support
against the gravity was produced to prevent the root sagging in the
full penetration LBW.5 The study of Fritzsche et al. suggested that the
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oscillating magnetic field can also produce an electromagnetic
Archimedes force on the bubbles in the molten pool. The bubble’s
floating was enhanced, and the porosity was reduced dramatically in
the partial penetration LBW.6 Gatzen employed a coaxial magnetic
field to the wire feed LBW (WFLBW) of Al alloy. The additional Si
from the filler wire was well mixed in the molten pool under the
induced electromagnetic stirring (EMS).7

Although the beneficial effect of the magnetic field on the
LBW has been identified experimentally, the involved physical
mechanism is still not clear due to the absence of the quantitative
temperature and velocity data of the molten pool. It can be ascribed
to two aspects: first, the molten pool is covered by bright metal
vapor during LBW and the liquid metal is nontransparent, which
makes the experimental measurement difficult and second, the
flowing liquid metal in the molten pool has highly multicoupled
and nonlinear interactions with the magnetic field.

Recently, the researchers have made some multiphysical mod-
eling efforts to investigate the quantitative relationship between
molten pool behavior and the magnetic field in LBW. Bachmann
et al. built a 3D steady-state multiphysical model of LBW with the
magnetic field. The effects of electromagnetic support and electro-
magnetic braking on the molten pool behavior in the LBW of both
ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic materials were analyzed.8,9

Chen et al. studied the effect of thermoelectric current in an elec-
tromagnetically supported LBW by a steady-state numerical model.
It was indicated that the Lorentz force induced by the thermoelec-
tric current and magnetic field had a non-negligible influence on
the fluid flow in the molten pool.10 Gatzen et al. investigated the
transport phenomena in the WFLBW with a coaxial magnetic field
numerically. The enhancement of material mixing in the molten
pool due to electromagnetic stirring was explained.11 However, the
surface of the molten pool was not deformable, and the keyhole
was fixed as a cylindrical or conical shape in all the aforementioned
models. The important impact of free surface deformation and
keyhole evolution was not considered.

In this paper, a 3D transient numerical heat transfer and
fluid flow model coupled with free surface tracking, magnetic
induction, and element transport is developed for WFLBW with
electromagnetic stirring (). A self-consistent ray tracing method
is used to calculate the multiple reflections and the Fresnel absorp-
tion of the laser on the keyhole wall. The model is well verified by
experimental results. The influence of electromagnetic stirring on
the transport phenomena in the molten pool is analyzed and dis-
cussed in detail.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The AISI 304 stainless steel that had an austenite microstruc-
ture was chosen as a base metal. A nickel-based alloy, Inconel 625,
was used as a filler wire. The base metal was 200 mm in length,
60 mm in width, and 10 mm in thickness. The filler wire had a
diameter of 1.2 mm. A significant difference of Ni content exists
between the base metal and the filler wire (8.7% vs. 58.0%), so the
Ni can be used as a marking element to describe the material
mixing in the molten pool.

Figure 1(a) gives the schematic of the welding system. The
weld is generated by an IPG YLR 20000 fiber laser system. Butt

configuration was carried out without any gap. The wire was fed to
the leading edge of keyhole with 57° angle with respect to the
optical axis of laser. Argon 5.0 in purity of 99.999% was provided
behind the laser spot. The welding parameters used are listed in
Table I. An in-house alternating current electromagnet was fixed at
the position of 2 mm above the base metal and had a 75° angle
with respect to the welding direction. The electromagnet produced
a 3600 Hz oscillating magnetic field to induce effective electromag-
netic stirring in the molten pool. The cross section of the core has
a dimension of 16 × 16mm2, and the distance between two poles is
20 mm. The magnetic flux density was measured in the cold metal
testing. A small gap existed between the two workpieces, and the

TABLE I. Welding parameters used in experiment and simulation.

Laser power 7.5 kW
Laser spot radius at focal plane 0.26 mm
Wavelength 1070 nm
Focal length 350 mm
Focal position −3 mm
Rayleigh length 5.3 mm
Welding speed 1.3 m/min
Wire feeding speed 2.1 m/min
Shielding gas 20 l/min

FIG. 1. EMS-WFLBW system: (a) schematic of EMS-WFLBW and (b) magnetic
flux density.
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magnetic field was measured by a Hall sensor along the longitudi-
nal section.

The observation specimens were cut from the weld specimens after
the experiment. They were grinded and polished mechanically first.
Then, a V2A solution that contained 10ml hydrochloric acid, 10ml
hydrogen nitrate, and 100ml water was used to etch the prepared
surface at a temperature of 50 °C for 30 s. The optical microscopy obser-
vation was performed on the transverse section to reveal the fusion zone
shape. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping was con-
ducted to measure the Ni content on the transverse section.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

A. Magnetohydrodynamic theory

The magnetohydrodynamics theory suggests that a current
density will be induced if a magnetic field is applied to a flowing
electrically conducting fluid, e.g., liquid metal in the molten pool,
which gives12

~j ¼ σe(~E þ~v �~B), (1)

where σe is the electrical conductivity, ~E is the induced electric
field,~v is the flow velocity, and ~B is the magnetic flux density. The
external magnetic field and its induced current produce a volumet-
ric Lorentz force,

~FL ¼~j�~B: (2)

The Lorentz force has two components: one from the temporal var-
iation of the magnetic field, ~E term in Eq. (1), and one from elec-
tromagnetic braking,~v �~B term in Eq. (1). Therefore, by applying
a suitable magnetic field, different effects such as stirring, support-
ing, or deceleration can be produced in the molten pool.

B. Governing equations

The physical phenomena involved in the EMS-WFLBW are
extremely complex. Several assumptions are made without losing
the key physical features. They include

(i) The fluid is assumed to be laminar and Newtonian. The
density is constant, and buoyance is treated by Boussinesq
approximation.

(ii) The relative magnetic permeability of the base metal (the 304
austenite steel) remains as one. The gaseous phase in the
model is nonconductive.

(iii) The Joule heat and the Seebeck effect are not considered. The
liquid metal transfer is not influenced by the Lorentz force.13

The governing equations of the multiphysical model in a fixed
Cartesian coordinate can be written as below

• Mass conservation equation,

∇ �~v ¼ mw

ρ
, (3)

where ρ is the density and mw is the mass source of filler wire.

• Navier–Stokes equation,

ρ
@~v
@t

þ~v � ∇~v
� �

¼ �∇pþ μ∇2~v � μK~v þmw~vw þ~Sm, (4)

where p is the pressure, t is the time, μ is the dynamic viscosity,
~vw is the velocity of molten filler metal, and K is the deceleration
coefficient in the semisolid zone. Other momentum sources are
implemented into~Sm term.

• Energy equation,

ρ
@h
@t

þ (~v � ∇)h
� �

¼ ∇ � (k∇T)þ hw þ Sq, (5)

where h is the enthalpy, T is the temperature, k is the heat con-
ductivity, and hw is the energy source from the molten filler
metal. Other energy sources are implemented into the Sq term.

• Volume of fluid (VOF) equation,

@F
@t

þ ∇ � (~vF) ¼ Fw, (6)

where F is the volume fraction and Fw is the volume source from
the filler wire.

• Magnetic induction equation,

@~b
@t

þ (~v � ∇)~b ¼ 1
μmσe

∇2~bþ ((~B0 þ~b) � ∇)~v � (~v � ∇)~B0, (7)

where μm is the relative magnetic permeability, which is 1 in the
current study, ~B0 is the external magnetic field produced by the
AC electromagnet, and ~b is the secondarily induced magnetic
field. The ~B0 is taken as an initial data input and moves with the
laser spot during simulation.

§ Scalar equation for Ni transport,

@FsρswNi

@t
þ ∇ � (Fsρs~vwNi � FsDNi∇wNi) ¼ SNi, (8)

where wNi is the Ni weight percent, Fs is the volume fraction
of the steel phase, DNi is the diffusion coefficient of Ni in iron,
and SNi is the Ni source from the filler wire.

C. EMS-WFLBW models

In the WFLBW, part of the laser beam irradiates on the filler
wire first. The filler metal will be melted and then transferred
downward. Meanwhile, some energy is dissipated into the atmo-
sphere due to the reflection on the melting front. The other part of
the laser beam heats, melts, or even evaporates the base metal to
form the molten pool and the keyhole.

According to the captured molten pool images, the transfer
mode of liquid filler metal in this study is a continuous liquid
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bridge transfer. The average temperature of the liquid bridge Tw is
assumed to be 2900 K.14 The absorption ratio of the laser energy on
the melting front of the filler wire ηw is determined as

ηw ¼ πvfeedρwr
2
w[cpw(Tw � T0)þ ΔHw]

PL
� 7:2%, (9)

where PL is the laser power, vfeed is the wire feeding speed, ρw, cpw,
and ΔHw are the density, specific heat, and melting latent heat of
Inconel 625 alloy, and rw is the filler wire radius.

The dissipation ratio at the melting front of the filler wire
ηwloss can be calculated by the following regressive function:15

ηwloss ¼ 2:07P-2:11L L0:82F v0:76feed � 5:5%, (10)

where LF is the focal length.
It is assumed that the rest of the laser energy still have a

Gaussian-like axisymmetric distribution. At the focal plane, it gives

qL(x, y) ¼ 2(1� ηw � ηwloss)PL
πr2f0

exp �2
x2 þ y2

r2f0

� �
, (11)

where rf0 is the laser beam radius at the focal plane.
A self-consistent ray tracing method proposed by Cho et al. is

used in the study to calculate the multiple reflection and Fresnel
absorption on the keyhole wall.16 The laser beam is discretized into
numerous subrays first, and each subray has its own location-
dependent energy density, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The initial path of
the subray is defined by considering the diffraction of the laser beam.
The laser beam radius along the optical axis can be calculated as

rf (z) ¼ rf0 1þ z � z0
zr

� �2
" #1/2

, (12)

where z0 is the position of focal plane and zr is the Rayleigh length.
The nth reflection direction ~Rn which is also the n + 1th inci-

dent direction ~Inþ1 is determined by the nth incident direction ~In
and the normal at the nth reflection point ~Nn on the transient
keyhole surface, as shown in Fig. 2(b),

~Rn ¼~Inþ1 ¼~In � 2(~In � ~Nn)~Nn: (13)

The Fresnel reflection model is adopted to calculate the absorption
rate as given below17

α ¼ 1� 1
2

1þ (1� ε cos θn)
2

1þ (1þ ε cos θn)
2 þ

�

� ε2 � 2ε cos θn þ 2 cos2 θn
ε2 þ 2ε cos θn þ 2 cos2 θn

�
, (14)

where ε is a material dependent coefficient and θn is the incident
angle at the nth incident point.

The evaporation-induced recoil pressure, which is the domi-
nant driving force for keyhole formation, can be calculated as18

pr ¼ ABffiffiffiffi
T

p exp �maΔLv
RT

� �
, (15)

where A is 3.9 × 1012 kg/m⋅s2 for pure iron and B is 0.55 K1/2. ΔLv
is the evaporation latent heat and ma is the molar mass.

The surface tension-induced capillary pressure pca and
thermo-capillary stress τma can be expressed as

pca ¼ γκ, (16)

τma ¼ @γ

@T
@T
@~s

, (17)

where γ is the surface tension coefficient,~s is the tangential vector,
and κ is the curvature.

The volumetric forces are implemented as the momentum
sources in Eq. (4), which gives

~Sm ¼ 1
μm

∇� (~B0 þ~b)� (~B0 þ~b)� βρ(T � T0)~g þ ρ~g, (18)

where ~g is the gravity acceleration vector, β is the coefficient of
thermal expansion, and T0 is the room temperature. The terms at
the right-hand side represents the Lorentz force, buoyance, and
gravity, respectively.

The metal vapor with high temperature (up to 6000 K) and
high velocity (up to 200m/s) also shows non-negligible influence on
the keyhole dynamics. In this paper, the secondary heating effect of
the vapor plume qplume, the release of the evaporation latent heat
due to the vapor’s recondensation qrecond, the vapor-induced shear

FIG. 2. Schematic of the ray tracing method: (a) discretization of laser beam
energy and (b) multiple reflections on the keyhole wall.
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stress τvapor, and stagnation pressure pvapor are considered empirically
according to the works of Cho et al.16 and Muhammad et al.19

D. Boundary conditions

The energy balance between laser heat input, heat dissipation,
and energy transferred into the workpiece can be written as

k
@T
@~n

¼ qL � hc(T � T0)� σεr(T
4 � T4

0 )� ρvevpΔLv

þ qplume þ qrecond, (19)

where qL is the spatial laser energy distribution, hc is the heat con-
vection coefficient, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and εr is
the emissivity. vevp is the recession speed of evaporation20 and ~n is
the normal vector.

The normal and tangential force balance on the keyhole can
be expressed as follows

�pþ 2μ
@vn
@~n

¼ �pr � pvapor þ pca, (20)

�μ
@vt
@~n

¼ τma þ τvapor, (21)

where vn is the normal velocity and vt is the tangential velocity.
The simulation domain is much smaller than the realistic

workpiece in width and length. Thus, continuum boundary of heat
conduction and electric conduction is applied on the side surface
of the steel workpiece.21 The bottom of the steel workpiece is set as
insulating.

E. Numerical setup

The simulated workpiece has dimensions of 30 × 8 × 10mm3,
and a gas phase layer of 2 mm thickness is set above it for the
application of the VOF method. The central zone is equally divided
into fine cells of 0.2 mm. The outer zone has coarser cells, which
gradually expands from 0.2 to 1.0 mm.

The commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 18.2 based on the finite
volume method is used to solve all the transport equations. The spatial
discretization of momentum, energy, Ni content scalar, and magnetic
field is realized by the second order upwind method, and the Pressure-
Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm is used for the
coupling of velocity and pressure. The simulation program is run on a
high-performance computing cluster, and 0.9 s real time welding
process simulation takes about 60 h clock time calculation. The physi-
cal properties of the 304 stainless steel and the Inconel 625 are taken
from the literature studies.22–25 The steel properties in the model are
percentage-weighted averages of the base metal and the filler metal.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electromagnetic behavior

The 3D distribution of the current density is shown in Fig. 3.
There are two circulating electric currents induced in the workpiece,
which are almost separated by the high-temperature keyhole region.

The current circulations have a 15° with respect to the welding direc-
tion. The maximum current density occurs in the cold metal region
in front of the keyhole due to the high conductivity there. The peak
current density in the molten pool is about 1.4 × 107 A/m2.

An oscillating Lorentz force is produced in the molten pool by
the transient magnetic field and its induced eddy current, as shown
in Fig. 4. At a certain time (t = t0), the maximum inward Lorentz
force is formed with a peak value of 1.75 × 106 N/m3. After one-
fourth of the magnetic field frequency (6.9 × 10−5 s), maximum
outward Lorentz force occurs with a peak value of 1.44 × 106 N/m3.
The molten pool will be stirred by the Lorentz force to enhance the
material mixing.

B. Transport phenomena

Figure 5 shows the drilling procedure of keyhole at the
welding initial stage (20–60 ms). As the laser beam irradiates the
workpiece surface, the base metal is heated, melted, and evapo-
rated rapidly under the energy density of ∼1010W/m2. The molten
pool surface is depressed under the downward recoil pressure to
form a narrow and deep keyhole. Only a thin liquid layer exists at
the front wall of keyhole, and the majority of the liquid metal is
pushed backward to the rear part. The averaged drilling rate is
about 100 mm/s, which agrees well with the available experimental
results.26 At the initial stage, the volume of the molten pool is
<10mm3, and the volumetric Lorentz force is easily masked by the
strong recoil pressure. Hence, the electromagnetic stirring plays a
minor role on the keyhole formation.

The calculated temperature distribution and velocity field at
the top surface and the longitudinal section after reaching the qua-
sistable state are given in Fig. 6. In WFLBW, the liquid filler metal

FIG. 3. Three-dimensional current density in the workpiece.
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with a velocity of 0.14 m/s strikes the upside of the keyhole front
wall. Then, the filler metal together with the melted base metal
flow backward round the keyhole, and the average velocity is
about 0.5 m/s. Therefore, the molten pool is significantly elon-
gated at the upper part and has a typical tear-dropped shape. The
flowing direction changes at the middle part of molten pool, and
the liquid metal starts to flow forward along the longitudinal
section, as shown in Fig. 6(a). This flow is identified as the main
circulation in the weld pool.

It is found that the fundamental flowing pattern of the molten
pool remains after introducing the electromagnetic stirring, by
comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). However, the backward flow is
enhanced, and the length of main circulation increases from 7.7 to
10.2 mm. More importantly, as the liquid metal flows toward the
keyhole rear wall along the longitudinal section, its direction
changes from forward to downward gradually. It can be expected
that the downward flow is beneficial for the mixing of the filler
metal in the molten pool. In addition, the velocity of the liquid
metal is also increased by the electromagnetic stirring at the rear
part of the molten pool.

The mixing of the filler metal in the final weld is determined
directly by the thermal fluid flow in the molten pool. It can be
characterized by the Ni distribution, considering the considerable
difference of Ni content between the base metal and the filler wire.
Figure 7(a) shows that most of the added filler metal concentrates
at the upper part of the weld with a 3.1 mm depth in the WFLBW.
It is because the liquid metal flow along the longitudinal section is

almost parallel to the welding direction, and thereby, the filler
metal cannot be transferred to the bottom of the molten pool. The
Ni is well homogenized in the weld after the electromagnetic stir-
ring is applied, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The depth of the well-mixed
region increases to 5.9 mm. The downward flow along the longitu-
dinal section contributes to the enhancement of mixing.

The distribution of Ni at the longitudinal section is plotted in
Fig. 8. As indicated in Fig. 6, the metal flow on the keyhole front
wall is quite irregular rather than typically downward. Therefore,
the keyhole front wall is not a crucial transfer channel although the
liquid filler metal contacts it first. The Ni content is also not
uniform along the welding direction in the WFLBW. Severe spiking
phenomenon occurs at the lower part of weld, which may result
from the keyhole instability. Under the stirring of the Lorentz
force, this phenomenon is suppressed.

C. Model verification

The calculated contour line of welds and the experimentally
measured ones are compared with Fig. 9 to verify the model’s rea-
sonability. The penetration depths are predicted accurately by the
model for both processes. The calculated fusion zone and the rein-
forcement part of WFLBW are also in a considerably good agree-
ment with the experimental result. A relatively larger error exists in

FIG. 4. Induced Lorentz force at the longitudinal section: (a) at t0 and (b)
t0 + 6.9 × 10

−5 s.

FIG. 5. Keyhole formation procedure: (a) WFLBW and (b) EMS-WFLBW (red:
liquid meta, green: mushy zone, blue: solid metal).
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the upper fusion line of EMS-WFLBW, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The
neglection of the influence of the Lorentz force on the filler metal
transfer is inferred to cause the error.

Figure 10 gives the Ni distribution from the EDX mapping. It
has been proved experimentally that the electromagnetic stirring
enhances the mixing in the molten pool. There is a good agreement
between the simulated and the measured results. The relative errors
for the depth of well-mixed region are 7% and 15%, respectively, by
comparing Figs. 7 and 10.

FIG. 6. Calculated three-dimensional temperature distribution and velocity field:
(a) WFLBW and (b) EMS-WFLBW (t = 0.875 s).

FIG. 7. Calculated distribution of Ni at the cross section: (a) WFLBW and (b)
EMS-WFLBW.

FIG. 8. Calculated distribution of Ni at the longitudinal section: (a) WFLBW and
(b) EMS-WFLBW.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

(1) A multiphysical model is developed for the EMS-WFLBW to
calculate the magnetic induction, heat transfer, fluid flow,
element transport, and keyhole dynamics. A self-consistent ray
tracing method is used to calculate the multiple reflections and
Fresnel absorption on the keyhole wall.

(2) The oscillating magnetic field produces a periodic Lorentz force
in the molten pool. It only shows a minor effect on the keyhole
formation at the initial stage but influences the thermal fluid flow
significantly after reaching the quasistable state.

(3) The filler material is well mixed in the final weld in
EMS-WFLBW because the electromagnetic stirring enhances
the downward flow along the longitudinal section.
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